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ABSTRACTIf the Internet is the next great subjet for Theoretial Com-puter Siene to model and illuminate mathematially, thenGame Theory, and Mathematial Eonomis more generally,are likely to prove useful tools. In this talk I survey someopportunities and hallenges in this important frontier.
1. INTRODUCTIONOver the past �fty years, researhers in Theoretial Com-puter Siene have sought and ahieved a produtive foun-dational understanding of the von Neumann omputer andits software, employing the mathematial tools of Logi andCombinatoris. The next half entury appears now muhmore onfusing (half-enturies tend to look like that in thebeginning). What omputational artifat will be the objetof the next great modeling adventure of our �eld? And whatmathematial tools will be handy in this endeavor?The Internet has arguably surpassed the von Neumannomputer as the most omplex omputational artifat (ifyou an all it that) of our time. Of all the formidableharateristis of the Internet (its size and growth, its al-most spontaneous emergene, its open arhiteture, its un-preedented availability and universality as an informationrepository, et.), I believe that the most novel and de�n-ing one is its soio-eonomi omplexity: The Internet isunique among all omputer systems in that it is built, op-erated, and used by a multitude of diverse eonomi inter-ests, in varying relationships of ollaboration and ompe-tition with eah other. This suggests that the mathemat-ial tools and insights most appropriate for understandingthe Internet may ome from a fusion of algorithmi ideaswith onepts and tehniques from Mathematial Eonomisand Game Theory1 (see [18, 23℄ for two exellent intro-�An extended abstrat of this paper appears in the proeed-ings of the 2001 ICALP Conferene1A more radial point of view would be this: Sine ompu-tation has moved over the past twenty years deisively loserto people, interfaes with soial sienes suh as Psyhology
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dutions in the respetive subjets, and see the web sitewww.s.berkeley.edu/�hristos/s294.html for many addi-tional referenes to work in this interfae.)2In this talk I shall review some of the many importantpoints of ontat between Game Theory and Eonomi The-ory, Theoretial CS, and the Internet. In doing so I am ne-essarily (and, to an observer, arbitrarily) seletive, leavingout important areas suh as ombinatorial autions [5℄, andomputational learning in games [9℄.
2. NASH EQUILIBRIUMGame theory was founded by von Neumann and Morgen-stern (in fat, about the same time von Neumann designedthe EDVAC: : :) as a general theory of rational behavior.Game theoreti onepts are already familiar to theoreti-al omputer sientists: Proving lower bounds is often bestseen as a game between an algorithm designer and an ad-versary [30℄, while strategi two-person games are importantomplexity paradigms [1℄ and tools in �nite model theory(Ehrenfeuht-Fraiss�e), for example. There has been fertileinteration in the reent past between Game Theory and CSTheory in the ontext of bounded rationality and repeatedgames [25℄ as well as learning games [29℄. Game Theory'ssharp but pointedly faithful modeling, twisted leverness,and often unexpeted depth make it quite akin to our �eld;but this may also be deeptive, sine Game Theory is alsoharaterized by a ohesive and omplex researh traditionand a de�antly original point of view and norms that areoften hard to get austomed to.In a game, eah of n players an hoose among a set ofstrategies Si; i = 1; : : : ; n, and there are funtions ui; i =1; : : : ; n : S1 � � � � �Sn 7! < whih assign to eah suh om-bined hoie a payo� for eah player. The fundamental ques-tion of Game Theory is, what onstitutes rational behaviorin suh a situation? The predominant onept of rationalityhere (but my no means the only one) is the Nash equlibrium:A ombination of strategies x1 2 S1; : : : ; xn 2 Sn for whihui(x1; : : : ; xi; : : : ; xn) � ui(x1; : : : ; x0i; : : : ; xn) for all i andand Soiology, besides Eonomis, have beome inreasinglyimportant, and TCS needs to build bridges with the math-ematial vanguards of those �elds.2But why, one may ask, should we embark on the founda-tional understanding of something that was not designed |and seems inherently undesignable? First, when faed witha novel and omplex omputational phenomenon, it seemsto me that our ommunity has no hoie but to study it.Seond, the Internet is being engineered |albeit in a sub-tle, di�use, and indiret way. Foundational insights will be,with any luk, noted and appreiated.



x0i 2 Si; a behavior, that is, from whih no player has aninentive to deviate.The Nash equilibrium onept is not without its prob-lems. First, a game may not have one; here Nash himselfprovided an ingenious way out, by showing that Nash equi-libria always exist if the Si's are onvex sets (the proof makesuse of Kakutani's Theorem, a deep fat from topology withombinatorial origins, a generalization of Brouwer's FixpointTheorem); and a general way of making any set onvex isto allow distributions (onvex ombinations) over the set.Thus, if we allow the xi's to be randomized (\mixed" inthe �eld's terminology) strategies, then a Nash equilibriumalways exists. (In fat, this generalizes the well-known min-max theorem for zero-sum games, and thus linear program-ming duality.) Seond, there is typially more than one Nashequilibrium in a game, and there is no useful way of hoos-ing between them |it is a \delarative" onept ontainingno reipe for \getting there." This is an obvious invitationto algorithmi ideas, and some have been tried.But the most interesting aspet of the Nash equilibriumonept to our ommunity is that it is a most fundamen-tal omputational problem whose omplexity is wide open.Suppose that n = 2 and S1; S2 are �nite sets. Is there apolynomial algorithm for omputing a (mixed) Nash equi-librium in suh a game? Beause of the guaranteed exis-tene of a solution, the problem is unlikely to be NP-hard;in fat, it belongs to a lass of problems \between" P andNP, haraterized by reliane on the parity argument for theexistene proof [24℄. In a di�erent diretion, as we have al-ready pointed out, this problem is a generalization of linearprogramming; in fat, there is an algorithm for it that isa ombinatorial generalization of the simplex algorithm [2℄(as a orollary, the solution is always a vetor of rationalnumbers, something that is not true in general for n � 3players).Together with fatoring, the omplexity of �nding a Nashequilibrium is in my opinion the most important onreteopen question on the boundary of P today.
3. INTERNET EQUILIBRIAInternet bandwidth is sare; its alloation to individualend-to-end ows is ahieved via the TCP/IP ongestion on-trol protool: \If the previous bath of pakets got through,then inrease the bath size by one; if not, derease it byhalf." This ingeniously simple sheme seems to work, andits users do not seem eager to abandon it for somethingmore aggressive, but the origins of this apparent suessand aquiesene are not well understood. One is justi�edto wonder: Of whih game is TCP/IP ongestion ontrol theNash equilibrium? [12℄3If we see Internet ongestion ontrol as a game, we anbe sure that its equilibrium is not ahieved by rational on-templation, but by interation and adaptation in an envi-ronment where onditions (and player populations) hangerapidly (and in whih hanges in strategy inur osts). Theseonsiderations may lead to more sophistiated onepts of3In reent work, Kelly [10℄ establishes, by resorting to ODEsand Lyapunov funtions, that TCP/IP is the ontrol fun-tion that optimizes the sum of user utilities (assumed to beof the form artan(b) where b is the bandwidth alloated tothe user and  a onstant) minus the total number of paketdrops.

equilibria that are more appropriate for the ontext of theInternet; see [8℄ for initial work in this diretion.Games as de�ned above assume that players annot ne-gotiate with and ompensate eah other by side payments.Coalitional game theory [23℄ onsiders a game of n playersas a set of possible 2n�1 oalitions, eah of whih, all it S,an ahieve a partiular value v(S) (the best possible sum ofpayo�s among players in S, against worst-ase behavior ofplayers in [n℄�S). The problem is now how to divide the to-tal payo� v([n℄) among the n players. Many suh notions of\fairness" have been proposed, defended and ritiized overthe past deades: The Shapley value, the kernel, the bar-gaining set, the nuleolus, the von Neumann-Morgensternsolution, and many others (see [23℄, and [3℄ for a omplexity-theoreti treatment of the subjet). The ore is perhaps themost intuitive (and akin to the equilibrium onept); it isalso the most onservative (as a result, games often haveempty ore): A vetor x 2 <n+ with x[[n℄℄ = v([n℄) (nota-tion: x[S℄ = Pi2S xi) is in the ore if x[S℄ � v([S℄) for allS. That is, x, onsidered as a proposed splitting of the totalpayo� v([n℄) among the n players, is fair aording to theore shool if no oaltion has an inentive to suede (beauseno oalition an make more by itself than it is alloated inx).The Internet seems to me an intriguing theater of oali-tional game theory. It is operated (and built) by thousandsof large and small entities (\autonomous systems"), ollab-orating with admirable e�etiveness to proess and deliverend-to-end ows originating and terminating in any one ofthem, using an opaque protool alled BGP [27℄. Considerthe following abstration of the situation: We are given agraph with n nodes (the autonomous systems); an n � nsymmetri traÆ matrix F , where fij is the total traÆ re-quirements between ustomers of i and ustomers of j; anda apaity i for eah node (a simpli�ation attempting toapture the apaity of i's subnetwork to arry traÆ). IfS is a set of nodes, onsider the subgraph indued by S asa multiommodity network with node apaities and om-modity requirements given by the entries of F ; let v(S) bethe maximum total ow in this network |notie that thisde�nes a oalitional game.The key problem here is this: Find an optimum solutionin the multiommodity ow problem for the overall network,ahieving a ow matrix F 0 � F , suh that the orrespondingpayo�s for the nodes xi =Pj f 0ij are in the ore of the oali-tional game v (or abide by one of the other notions of fairnessmentioned above). Here we assume that autonomous systemi's payo� inreases with the ow to and from i's ustomers.
4. THE PRICE OF ANARCHYThere is no entral authority that designs, engineers andruns the Internet. 4 But what if there were suh masterpuppeteer, a benevolent ditator who, for example, miro-managed its operation, alloating bandwidth to ows so asto maximize total satisfation? How muh better would theInternet run? What is the prie of anarhy?This question was posed (and partially answered in therestrited ontext of a network onsisting of two nodes andparallel edges) in [16℄. This is an instane of a more general4Reall David Clark's famous maxim: \We rejet kings,presidents and voting. We believe in rough onsensus andrunning ode."



pattern, of a novel and timely genre of problems: Given agame-like situation, we seek the ratio between the worst-aseNash equilibrium and the optimum sum of payo�s. In otherwords, if ompetitive analysis reveals the prie of not know-ing the future, and approximability aptures the prie ofnot having exponential resoures, the present analysis seeksthe prie of unoordinated individual untility-maximizingdeisions |that is to say, the prie of anarhy. Sine thatpaper there has been progress in this front (not least, in thepresent onferene [19℄), inluding a marvelous result [28℄stating that, in the ontext of a multiommodity ow net-work in whih message delays inrease with edge ongestionwhile ows hoose paths so as to minimize delay, the prieof anarhy is two (more preisely, the ararhisti solution isno worse than the optimum solution with double the band-width).But, of ourse, in today's Internet ows annot hooseshortest paths. In the Internet, routers diret traÆ basedon loal information, users respond to delay patterns bymodifying their traÆ, and network providers throw band-width at the resulting hot spots. How does this ompare ineÆieny with an ideal, ab initio optimum design? What isthe prie of the Internet arhiteture?
5. ROUGH MARKETSAs a further example of the possible interation betweenEonomi Theory and omputational ideas, let me presentan important eonomi model that transends games, namelymarkets, a fundamental theorem about them, as well as areent result by Deng Xiaotie and myself. We again have nagents, eah of whih possesses a nonnegative vetor (its en-dowment) ei 2 <k+ of k goods, and a onave utility funtionui mapping <k+ to <+: The agents may be all dissatis�edwith their urrent endowments, in that there may be a re-alloation of the same goods that is higher in everybody'sutility (the set of loal optimal alloations for whih suhoverall improvement is impossible omprise the Pareto setof the market). Bilateral and multi-way exhanges and bar-tering may slowly improve the situation inhing towards thePareto set, but at onsiderable delay and ommuniationost.Pries an be seen as an ingenious and eÆient (even inthe CS sense of low ommuniation omplexity) way forreahing the Pareto set. Suppose that there is a per unitprie pj for eah good, a nonnegative real number. The onlyrational behavior for eah agent would then be, to sell herendowment ei at these pries, and to buy with the proeedsp � ei a new vetor of goods x̂i 2 <k+ that is the \best vetorshe an a�ord," that is, the solution to the following opti-mization problem: max ui(xi) suh that p � xi � p � ei. Butwhat guarantees do we have that there will be enough goodsto �ll everybody's \optimum a�ordable shopping art?" Orthat no goods will be left on the shelves?Theorem (Arrow-Debreu, 1953): (Under some teh-nial but reasonable assumptions about the ui's,) there isalways a prie vetor p alled the prie equilibrium suhthat the market lears, that is, the solutions x̂i to the opti-mization problems above satisfy Pni=1 x̂i =Pni=1 ei.The proof uses Brouwer's �xpoint theorem. In a situationmirroring Nash equilibrium, there is no known polynomialalgorithm for omputing equilibrium pries in an eonomy(the orresponding problem is in fat omplete for the parity

lass mentioned above [24℄), even though there are empiri-ally good algorithms.Eonomists had been aware for half a entury that theArrow-Debreu theorem breaks down when the goods are dis-rete (bridges, days of work, airplanes, et.). The followingreent result aptures this di�use awareness in a omputa-tional ontext, and povides a remedy:Theorem: [4℄ If (some of) the goods are integer-valued,then a prie equilibrium may not exist, and it is in fat(strongly) NP-hard to tell if a prie equilibrium exists (weaklyNP-hard even when n = 3), even when the utilities arelinear. However, (under some tehnial but reasonable as-sumptions about the ui's,) there is a fully polynomial-timeapproximation sheme that omputes a prie equilibriumthat is �-approximate in expetation (de�nition omitted) ifthe number of goods is �xed.The seond (approximation) part uses randomized round-ing [26℄.
6. MECHANISM DESIGNIf Game Theory strives to understand rational behavior inompetitive situations, the sope of Mehanism Design (animportant and elegant researh tradition, very extensive inboth sope and aomplishment, and one that ould alter-natively be alled \inverse game theory") is even grander:Given desired goals (suh as to maximize a soiety's totalwelfare), design a game (strategy sets and payo�s) in suh alever way that individual players, motivated solely by self-interest, end up ahieving the designer's goals. There havebeen reently interesting interations between this fasinat-ing area and Theoretial CS, see e.g. [22, 7℄, and furtheropportunities abound. This area is too sophistiated anddeveloped for a brief tutorial to be meaningful (see [18℄ foran exellent hapter, and [21℄ for a TCS-friendly introdu-tion). Instead, I shall briey develop an argument for itsimportane.The omplex soio-eonomi ontext of the Internet anhave a deep inuene on the design proess in CS, and theresearh agenda of Theoretial CS. Traditionally, the \good-ness" or \�tness" of a omputational artifat (a new om-piler, say) ould be aptured by its time and spae per-formane, as well as its reliability, usability, et. Suh at-tributes were a fair approximation to the artifat's \�tness"(its hanes for suess), and theoretiians strived to de-velop methodologies for prediting and optimizing these at-tributes.In the ontext of the Internet, suh attributes only tella small part of the story. If an artifat (a new ongestionontrol protool, a new ahing sheme, a new routing algo-rithm, et.) is demonstrated to have superior perfomane,this does not neessarily mean that it will be suessful. Forthe artifat to be \�t," there must exist a path leading fromthe present situation to its prevalene.5 This path must bepaved with inentives that will motivate all kinds of diverseagents to adopt it, implement it, use it, interfae with it,or just tolerate it. In the absene of suh a path, the most5This is not unlike biologial systems, where it is knownthat suessful genes and traits are the ones for whih thereis a ontinuously �tness-inreasing path leading from theurrent phenotype and genotype to the target ones. See [20℄for a fasinating interplay between between Game Theoryand Biology.



lever, fast, and reliable piee of software may stay just that.All design problems are now mehanism design problems.
7. THE ECONOMICS OF PRIVACY, CLUS-

TERING, AND THE WEB GRAPHThere is no end to the list of omputational matters forwhih the eonomi viewpoint leads to interesting insights,as well as novel algorithmi problems. I briey disuss herethree more examples from my reent work.Privay is arguably the most urgent onern and missionof Computer Siene, and yet there is very little founda-tional work about it. In a reent paper [14℄ we argue that ithas an important eonomi aspet: The problem with pri-vay is that deisions about the use of personal informationare made by entities other than the person involved (suhanomalies, alled externalities, are known in Eonomis tobe the root of most evil); to put it otherwise, personal infor-mation is intelletual property that bears negative royalty.Coalitional game theory is an interesting modeling tool hereas well, sine it an help determine the fair royalty due tothe individual for any use of his or her private information.In [14℄ we study ertain stylized versions of ommon situa-tions (suh as marketing surveys and ollaboratie �ltering)in whih personal information is used, and the interestingalgorithmi problems involved in omputing fair royalties.Clustering is one of the most pratially important yetfoundationally underdeveloped areas of CS (despite the steadystream of lever algorithmi ideas for approximately solvingoptimum lustering problems). There are far too many ri-teria for the \goodness" of a lustering (min-sum or min-max luster diameter, min-sum or min-max distane fromthe enter (whih is either fored to be one of the originalpoints or is not), or novel spetral parameters, to name onlythe ones most popular at STOC) and far too little guid-ane about hoosing among them. In [15℄ we point out thateonomi onsiderations are ruial for understanding the is-sues here as well. For the purpose of lustering is to improvedeision-making by allowing di�erent segments of a spae orpopulation to be treated di�erently. The riterion for hoos-ing the best lustering sheme annot be determined unlessthe deision-making framework that drives it is made ex-pliit. In [15℄ we show that this point of view gives rise toa host of novel optimization problems, alled segmentationproblems.Consider the following hypothetial situation: A monopo-list knows the demand urve of eah of its ustomers: If theprie is x, the ith ustomer will buy a quantity y = bi�ai �x.The monopolist wants to luster its ustomers into k seg-ments, with a di�erent prie to eah segment, in order tomaximize revenue. How should this lustering be done?Whih one of the two dozen or so riteria in the theoreti-al and experimental literature should be adapted here, andwhih approximation algorithm or heuristi should be used?Theorem: The lustering that maximizes revenue subdi-vides the ustomers into segments of onseutive values ofaibi . Thus, the optimum an be omputed in O(n2) by dy-nami programming.The most attrative feature of the lustering algorithmsuggested by this result is not that it is eÆient, or that it�nds the exat optimum. It is that it optimizes the rightthing.

The Web Graph. It has been established reently [13,11℄ that the world-wide web an be usefully onsidered asa direted graph with the douments as nodes and the hy-perlinks as edges. Intuitively, the web is a huge \random"graph |exept that it seems to violate every single predi-tion of the lassial random graph models, suh as Gn;p, sofamiliar to our ommunity. For example, its indegrees andoutdegrees of the nodes are distributed by a polynomial-tailed distribution (the x-th largest indegree or outdegreeis about  � x�� for positive onstants  and �) instead ofthe sharp Gaussian predited by the law of large numbers,its giant strongly onneted omponent overs about 40%of the nodes (instead of 0% or 100%), there are sores ofK3;3 subgraphs (instead of none), et. Reently, there havebeen interesting e�orts to model the web graph (see, for ex-ample, [17℄ for some of the latest). Despite muh interest,we know of no model that predits and explains to a sat-isfatory degree these and other features of the web graph,starting from primitive and redible assumptions about theworld-wide web.Heavy-tailed distributions were �rst observed in Eonomis:City populations are known to behave this way (the popu-lation of the x-th largest ity of any ountry is eerily loseto =x, with  depending on the ountry), but also marketshares (the market share of the xth largest manufaturerin any setor is often distributed as  � x��), as well as in-ome distributions. Is it possible that the puzzling strutureof the web graph has its origins in eonomi phenomena ofthis kind? This is not as implausible as it may seem at �rst:A doument's indegree is determined by how interesting thedoument is, and interest is intuitively analogous to marketshare (and as muh determined by �ere ompetition: : :),while outdegree depends on the entity's attention, whihseems to me not entirely unlike inome. With several stu-dents at Berkeley we are running experiments to determinethe explanatory power of suh onsiderations.Last, heavy-tailed distributions are also observed beyondthe world-wide web, in the Internet: The degrees of therouters and the autonomous systems are also heavy-tail dis-tributed [6℄. It would be interesting to expore if this an bethe result of some rough loal optimization heuristi used toalloate new links and routers, in the fae of exponentiallygrowing traÆ.
8. SOME OPEN PROBLEMSGreat new areas are full of open problems (or, more likely,no area an get o� the ground until a slew of ool and hal-lenging open problems attrats the attention of smart, am-bitious researhers). To reapitulate, here are the ones pro-posed in this talk:� Is there a polynomial algorithm for omputing a Nashequilibrium in a 2-person game? For n � 3 players? Apolynomial-time approximation sheme?� Ditto for a market equilibrium. Is there a PTAS forinteger markets whose exponent does not involve thenumber of goods?� Develop a reasonably faithful game-theoreti model ofInternet ongestion ontrol for whih (an approxima-tion of) TCP/IP is a Nash equilibrium. Alternatively,develop a risp notion of equilibrium appropriate forgames modeling the Internet.



� Is there a polynomial algorithm for determining, givena network, a traÆ matrix, and node apaities, whetherthere is a ow in the game's ore? More interestingly,under what irumstanes (onditions relating onne-tivity, apaities and traÆ matrix) is suh a ow guar-anteed to exist?� What is the prie of the Internet arhiteture? (SeeSetion 4.)� Develop a graph generation model for the world-wideweb, plausibly apturing key aspets at a primitivelevel (my onjeture: its eonomi aspets are indis-pensible), that predits theoretially the observed har-ateristis of the web graph.� Show that a partiular simple loal improvement heuris-ti for network design in the fae of inreasing ow de-mands results in heavy tails in node degrees, if drivenby exponentially inreasing ow demands.
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